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Swami came into the Baba Temple during bhajans. He asked Hannah to sing 
the Baba bhajan again. 

 

Swami:  Good. Good evening guys.  

Students:  Good evening Swami.  

Swami:  How is your day?  

Students:  Good.  

Swami:  Tatyana your day? 

Tatyana:  It's good. 

Swami:  What you done today since morning? 

Tatyana:  This morning slept till ten.  I was up till 3 a.m. last night.  

Swami:  Yeah. Why you are until 3 a.m.? 

Tatyana:  (can't hear clearly) Because my rhythm right now is staying 
up late night and sleeping.  
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Swami:  Say again. 

Tatyana:  I'm maintaining that rhythm. 

Swami:  Rhythm? Maintaining system, ah-hum. What? What is that? 
What time you wake up? 

Tatyana:  Okay, so sometimes you give talk late night, so I stay up 
late. So I'm trying to maintain that rhythm, so staying up late night 
and waking up late. I'm usually waking up around ten. I'm 
maintaining that. Then I'm checking what duties I have to do, 
checking emails, and planning my day. Some work. So today I had 
meeting with the Euro Seva Team and discussing topics about 
structuring the Europe in the world, supporting the teachers in a 
much better way. Then after that I had a small break then did some 
exercise today. I had a few conversations, few phone calls. 

Swami:  With whom? 

Tatyana:  With Tobias about a few things, which are pending. 

Swami:  Um-hum. Then? 

Tatyana:  And then I prepared myself a dinner and then I was ready 
to come to bhajans, and now I'm here so my day actually half way 
through. The night is still coming, so… 

Swami:  You boss, Patrick? 

Patrick:  My day?  

Swami:  Just I want to know how you're using your timing in a 
proper way. I want to know your schedule perfectly. 

Patrick:  Well I was on duty last night and I think I fell asleep about 
the time abhishek started this morning because I heard the pujaris 
starting but then I didn't. I woke up about six for the arathi. Then I 
slept again until the next guy came on duty at seven. 

Swami:  So whole day you slept? 

Patrick:  No, no, no. I left here at seven a.m., had small breakfast and 
then I slept from maybe eight o'clock to ten o'clock, something like 
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that. I got up for a little while and then went back to sleep for another 
hour. So I slept until eleven, morning time.  

Swami:  Good. 

Patrick:  Let me think. I got up, checked some emails, read a little bit 
of knowledge for some time, had some lunch then went to the 
reading of your talk from two nights ago was at two - went to that. 
After that I went out to see Monika T. and we had a discussion about 
that talk for quite some time. And I went back to my room after that 
and read some more knowledge and then did some japa and now I'm 
here. 

Swami:  Good. You Lucia? 

Lucia:  You're really catching me today Swami. I'm not very satisfied 
with my day today.  

Swami:  Hum? 

Lucia:  I'm not very satisfied today with the day. 

Swami:  Why? 

Lucia:  Well something is really bothering me and that is I have to 
prepare the next stay in the West. I have to prepare to go back to go 
back to Germany and Austria and do some seminars there, and that's 
always a big, big problem for me to write, to decide what to teach 
there, and how to advertise. It's just really giving me stomachache. 
Actually I didn't wake up early because I had stomachache the whole 
night, cramps and then I went to class to listen how Myuri teaches 
and what was the subject there to catch up. And then I came to Baba 
to ask him to support me, meditated here to support me what to do, 
how to do then I had lunch. Then I did the German translation. It 
took two hours to go through the talk, and then I had a discussion 
with Myuri on the talk, the questions you brought up, the questions 
that you were asking to think about what the answers could be. And 
then I had a meeting with somebody helping me to write down these 
advertisements, like how to present your knowledge in the West so 
they can feel, "Oh, this is something I want to go," and then how to 
teach there. This was filling my day. I'm a little impatient about this 
because I want to do some other important work like translations, 
but I know I have to do this first and I see that some part of my seva 
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and my duty too to transport this knowledge outside. So that was my 
day. 

Swami:  So when you want to go? 

Lucia:  Well, end of March I want to go and then I want to teach in 
April in May. And I try to learn how to do that still.  

Swami:  You Tatyana? When are you going? 

Tatyana:  I have no plans right now to go. The next plan to be would 
be going to the event in London. 

Swami:  You went to London? 

Tatyana:  I hope I can be there, yes with you because it's an event 
you're actually suppose to come. 

Swami:  It's my event or your event? 

Tatyana: It is your event, hopefully. It's always your event but 
hopefully with your physical presence. 

Swami:  What I observe, especially in the Europeans, not only them, 
in the student kingdom. If any program is running they have to go 
and sit and give a talk, since ten days before they started to be panic. 
Panic and they're driving themselves crazy and drive everybody 
around them crazy.  Hun-un. They know they can do it but what is 
the problem Tatyana? 

Tatyana: One part self-confidence, faith, and the channel to the 
Brahma Consciousness but I learned from you that it comes by 
practice so I guess I just need to do it more often. 

Swami:  Four, five years she cried in the garden and she's sitting and 
keep crying, crying, crying and I don't know why she's crying. And I 
made her to stop that and I really want to put her to teach. Every talk 
excuse, she's giving excuse, "Oh try Swami, this champagne bottle, 
this is very famous in Germany…this beer, this, that, beautiful 
flowers, beautiful chocolates, Swiss chocolates, See's chocolates, and 
haaa," keep giving it.  I'm sorry I don't like the chocolates.  

Why I'm saying this, if you want to do it, once you committed it, do 
it. Don't give a chance to the next alternative to thinking it. If you 
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started to feeling, how to advertise, how to do this, how to take care? 
Hun-un. But it's very, very, very, important thing is to make a unity 
seva crew in Europe - is most, most, most important.  If you have a 
seva crew, like a big family, helping each-others and supporting each 
others, the journey will go more smooth. More?  

Students: Smooth.  

Swami: To be honest, of course the Guru Parampara is with me, and 
even the Elephant Group is helping, and few more groups is helping, 
at a certain level the majority, the majority levels I'm alone in the 
battle and fighting.  It's like, like, non-stop. No tiredness, just non-
stop, stop, stop, go ahead, go ahead, go ahead, keep do it, keep do it. 
Before I use to sit in my office in the chair and just majority…of 
course the Jesus Christ, the books pretty good done and I waiting for 
the right auspicious time - just give it out. It is there very almost all 
like fifteen, twenty thousand books in the Northwest Building. One 
big truck they printed it, they broughted it. Three volumes it's done.  

Last night one of my good friend, I sended him to the States, "Go. Do 
the work, come back." The last minute we discussed, "Okay, let's do, 
start. Okay, 2:30, 3 a.m. jump in the car, pack up, go." I gave a hug, 
and then done.  3 a.m. he left.  Why I'm saying this, opportunity once 
it comes, utilize it. That is the thought for the day. Opportunity 
comes, utilize it in a proper way. Until to the opportunity comes, try 
to be observe, under observation. Never lose your inspiration and 
keep carry your patience. "Swami am I ready. Maybe I’m not able to 
do this." That's not your job. That is my job. When I pick up you, 
when I tooked you, it means I know your stamina. If you cannot able 
to do that I won't choose you. I won't?  

Students: Choose you.  

Swami: For example, Alexandra, she's one time in the Beuerhof, I 
think couple years back some time. In the fire ceremony is running, 
there's hundreds of people is around and she's sitting in the back, 
and I'm chanting my prayers and the homa is running, and I'm 
giving little shaktipat and I look at her, "Are you happy?" Her biggest 
habit is always shaking the head like this, "Well, maybe," like this. 
"Come India." No more much discussion. "Come India," that's it. The 
sankalpam is done, it's taking care, the clouds is gone journey is 
started. 
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If you want to come to Penukonda, even you don't want to come, the 
Guru Parampara knows how to pull you here. You're a small bird 
with a thread on your leg, foot, you're here (Swami shows pulling the 
thread). If you don't want to see you, if you tried even you're in the 
airport, you're in the flight, you got the boarding pass, flight ready to 
take off – no chance. No?  

Students: Chance.  

Swami: It's already well decided. You trust that Patrick? 

Patrick:  Yeah, I believe that Swami. 

Swami:  It's well decided. The Guru Parampara knows it. Somebody 
thinks, "Well Swami's not honest. He confuses. He do this, he do that. 
What is this Yogas? What is this Marma Kriyas? What is the 
sadhana? What is the Womb Chakra? What is Sri Chakra?" Do it. Do 
it, then you see the results. "Southwest swimming pool is a bad." If I 
say, you say, "No, I like the swimming pool southwest. It's in my 
beautiful house. I built that, it's gigantic. I enjoyed it. One crazy 
Swami is telling this, I'm not able to listen this." After you face with 
the problem, what can I do? What can I do? Before getting 
wounding, certain things try to just simply do it. The knowledge is 
that much power. Second statement, knowledge is?  

Students: That much power.  

Swami: If I harm you, what I get benefit? If you're happy, then 
automatically I'm happy. If you're happy, I'm happy. If you're 
unhappy, then you create lot of nuisance in my life, I have to waste 
my time.  Definitely I have to waste my time counseling, counseling, 
counseling, taking care, taking care... That's why Baba he always use 
his setkar. You know setkar? Stick, big stick, rosewood, almost all 
four kilos weight, easy it can break the legs. With no kind, just he 
throw on the face. He's not beating your physically, even though 
you're facing a physical torture little bit, but indirectly that evil force, 
energy, negative energy he's kicking you out from you, "Do this, do 
that, do this, do that."  

Whatever he does in your life just accept it, "Okay Baba, do it. Okay 
man. Yes, do it. If you like me, do it. Still if you don't like me, change 
me and utilize my energy whatever you given to me for the good 
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and peace and harmony in this planet. You're the given the problems 
- you're the person to taking the problems out." Entire your problems 
came from whom? Can't blame on Baba, from Guru Parampara put it 
that way. It's Mahamaya, one part Mahamaya. Even though Mother 
is playing it, if really the master wants to stop that, yes he can do that 
but it's necessary you have to go through then the more clarity you'll 
receive it. More clarity?  

Students: You'll receive. 

Swami: One guy, I don't want tell his name, many people saw him, 
American guy. He came with a huge big bag with lot of money. He 
put it, "Please Swami, give the enlightenment." Beginning days.  He 
flew in his own flight from America to India. Big flight. He came, 
"Give me enlightenment." Is it possible to buy the enlightenment 
through the money? Is it possible? Several testings I did it. Failure. 
Failure. So, the Divine Lineage…never under-estimate the Guru 
Parampara. Every action, underneath there is some meaning there 
telling you…anything, whatever is happening, if you really started to 
thinking, "Why is this happening? What is behind in it? What is the 
behind in it?" Yes. If you use your consciousness level in a proper 
way, not to be arrogant and too much crazy suspecting, you cannot 
win it. I really recommend if you have the time to read the Buddha 
life, Siddhartha life too, or some photos, or any documentary if 
anybody made it, try to make them to see it. Almost some seven 
hundred people have applied to the Immortal Enlightenment. How 
many Alexandra? 

Alexandra:  Seven hundred, six.  

Swami:  But I don't know how many really eligible to that. Last night 
he's a smiling. I took that whole file and I entered into my bedroom: 
the red flags, health problems, age problems, tough cookies, tough 
cookies, strong coconuts and all angles, I have to...senior most 
students, how many times they been failure in different processes? 
How much they really can immediately observe the information, the 
knowledge. After all this, I pretty good seen it, majority of the 
seniority students gone, swaha. I recorded it, "This person, this have 
this, this, this, problems… After they have to really prove this, then 
after they're eligible for this course." Out of the Elephant Group only 
one person got succeed, only one person. I'm not making you going 
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down. It means still some time is there until the program. And 
majority seva crew people got succeed and whoever cannot able to 
pay, they got succeed, and the dedicated students even who was 
cleaning the floor and fixing the altar, their devotion, their 
humbleness, their quietness, their energy levels, pretty good, yes 
they had huge marks. Sometimes when I walked near Annapurna, 
somebody's laughing and, it's good, it's not a problem, instead of 
wasting of unnecessary stuff…discussing the subject. Discussing the 
subject, whenever opportunity comes we can rise this question to in 
front of the master, then we can get clarity. I'm sure now the 
Elephant Group started thinking in a negative way. Is it true 
Tatyana? 

Tatyana: No. 

Swami:  Taking it sporty? 

Tatyana: There's no other option.  

Swami:  Win until you receive. It's a same meaning, “Win until you 
receive.” Not fight, win. How to win, there's a layers. Yes, that's why 
try to read the Buddha history… the Baba, that brick is going to 
hitted him and he's bleeding and he put the cloth around his head. 
And whole his life is dedicated with his brick as a pillow. And what 
he's concentrating? What is the gurusthan? On top of the gurusthan 
Shiva lingam, why the Shiva lingam? Namashivaya, the five elements 
and to whom he given it? What is the purpose? What type of tree-ism 
close by there? To near our Dwarkamai naturally, what type of tree is 
there? What type of vibrations is receiving even our Dwarkamai 
here? Under the neem tree, what we buried it? What is the alahala 
lingam? If you go that type of questions… is raising the subject, yes. 
You cannot able to feel it, see it. Where is the Jesus power spot and 
how to believe that? Yes, you have a right to win that channelings to 
the Jesus Christ, and to the Baba, and Mother Divine. It's clearly 
possible, clearly possible. Once you started to thinking in a negative 
prescription, "I cannot able to do it. I'm not worth it." No. You can do 
it.  Am I boring you guys?  

Students: No. 

Swami: What else, Lucia? You tired? 
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Lucia:  No, no, there's so many things to ask on different levels. Like 
personally can we ask questions from your last talk? I think we still 
need few more hints about the question what we have to ask Baba 
what the Kumbh Mela saints got stuck. If you could give more hints 
for us what they got stuck with and what we should not get stuck 
with, and to ask the Baba. 

Swami:  Give me example. 

Lucia: Well something I was thinking, if we ask something from 
Baba, something that we can use to implement on the world, then he 
has to make us to be able to do that, right? If I ask, "I want to give this 
and this to serve the world with, certain something, then that means 
Swami has to enable me, has to give to me all I need to be able to give 
that, right?  

Swami:  Do you understand Patrick? 

Patrick:  Not really. 

Lucia:  Let's say I want to… let's go high, let's say if I want to give 
enlightenment to my students so they can give enlightenment to their 
students. That means that also Baba, if he accepts that, that means he 
has to give me enlightenment to be able to do that so I don't have to 
need to ask something for myself. If I ask something what I can give 
to the world, that means he has to be able to make me do that, is that 
one angle? 

Swami:  Yes. Let me say, I already told it this, first you meditate in 
the light, then the light will be in you then you'll be the light. What I 
said? 

Patrick:  Meditate on the light. 

Swami:  In the light. 

Patrick: Meditate in the light, then the light will be in you, then you'll 
become the light.  

Swami:  If you really can be able to bring the Five Elements inside 
the Dwarkamai... where the Kumbh Mela all the saints got stuck, 
how to make it a mixture of all the five elements and create a new 
element. Who knows that – done, they can win the Shiva. Whenever 
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you're ready, you can let me know and I'm ready. You can choose 
five people whoever you like it. 

Lucia:  Me? You mean me or us? 

Swami:  Yes, you guys.  

Lucia:  We choose right now five people?  

Swami:  You can discuss it…think about it... that is hurry. Patience. 
Think… hurry, worry, curry – no! You understand Tatyana? Too 
much hurry it makes the nuisance. Too much worry it makes the 
nuisance. Too much curry it damages your stomach. No.  

Think about it, even tonight, tomorrow, next day, next day... bring 
the five elements inside Dwarkamai, "Swami this is five elements. 
Now create one element."  Then I'll be…. we'll see some lab...  

Good luck. Now it's time to go to arathi. Take care.  

 

End of Talk 

 


